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Image and Objectivity in 
Early Modern Ornithology
Michael Thimann

Birds are closely bound to the history of illustration in  natural 

history studies and, since Greco-Roman antiquity, also to 

general reflections on art. Aft er all, starlings were prominent 

figures in Renaissance art theory. Deceived by the veristic 

depiction of grapes in an artwork, they tried to pick at the 

painted fruit in the famous and repeatedly retold anecdote of 

the competition  between Zeuxis and Parrhasius.1 A drawing 

by Hans von Aachen (Fig. 148) illustrates this popular legend 

of the fictional  potency of painting. Here we see the animals 

deceived by Zeuxis’s painting, which reveals that he not only 

knew how to imitate nature to perfection, but also had the gift  

of being able to  outwit it. 

If we take the masterly illustrations of animals of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries, the question arises if we, as 

modern observers, also can be deceived by the very lifelike 

appearance of these representations. Th ey depict the birds as 

if they were alive, and we have the impression that we can feel 

the soft ness of their plumage with our eyes. For a long time, 

sheets with such images were discussed as evidence for the 

new Renaissance form of studying nature based on a quasi-

objective empirical observation. Only recent research has 

brought to light that early modern images of natural history 

have their roots in complex traditions and that, additionally, 

the contingent objects themselves were not represented as a 

rule. Instead, through observation, pictorial ideal types were 

extracted to serve as scientific records. Encyclopaedic image 

collections of natural history objects were used for archiving 

and ordering knowledge in the sense of a historia of the dif-

ferent fields of knowledge. And also the allegorical interpreta-

tion of nature stemming from antique and medieval traditions 

long continued to be relevant, surviving into the seventeenth 

century, as Wolfgang Harms fascinatingly demonstrated in the 

case of the interpretations for the kingfisher. It was only gradu-

ally that new experiential knowledge supplanted the allegori-

cal tradition that goes back to reports from antiquity. Th is, for 

 example, maintained that the kingfisher hatched its young on 
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the ocean, which then calmed its waters—the so-called hal-

cyon days—making this bird a symbol for ‘calm in the storm’ 

and even a symbol for a contemplative way of life.

In this essay I will focus on the field of knowledge of orni-

thology and seek to demonstrate how  images and illustrated 

books played a decisive role in improving knowledge, despite 

the fact that they must be viewed critically because they were 

generated within a process of not only  artistic but also scientific 

and technological upheaval.

Th e problem in question can be elucidated using an image 

(Fig. 149) that is assumed to have been executed around 1600 

by Jacopo Ligozzi (1547–1627), who worked for the Medici 

court in Florence as a draft sman and left  a considerable num-

ber of natural history illustrations as a legacy.2 Th is example is 

undoubtedly testimony to truth to nature in its depiction and 

conveys the impression of an artist’s study made directly from 

the objects within it. A remarkable autopsia (fi rsthand experi-

ence) seems to be at work here, which earns the folio a place 

among a large group of surviving Renaissance animal studies 

executed by Pisanello, Gentile da Fabriano, Albrecht Dürer, 

Giovanni da Udine, and others.3 But this only touches on one 

aspect of the history of this image. On a single page (Fig. 149) 

Ligozzi depicted three birds sharing water as their habitat. We 

recognize the kingfisher, a stilt (Himantopus himantopus), and 

a common ringed plover (Charadrius hiaticula), as well as a 

frog together in a biological context, at least to an extent. Th e 

representation of the kingfisher is unusual, as it appears to be 

a type of bird we encounter in constantly varied forms in illus-

trations. For example, the copperplate engraving  published in 

1622 in  Giovanni Pietro Olina’s Uccelliera resembles in detail 

the sheet in question.4 And a definitely comparable depiction 

can be found on a sheet in the Galleria degli Uffizi that has 

been ascribed to Pordenone (Fig. 150), but I propose should 

instead be dated to the early seventeenth century. Research 

has not succeeded in finding a possible common source. Th e 

unnatural pose of the bird with its head extended upwards 

suggests the plausible explanation that this image type was 

not created aft er a living specimen, but aft er a dead bird. 

Only recent research has made clear—and I will return to 

this later in my essay—that, as early as the sixteenth century, 

ornithological collections containing taxidermically prepared 

animal specimens existed and that these strongly impacted il-

lustrations in ornithological books. For example, in the case 

of Conrad Gesner’s De natura avium (book 3 of his Historia 

animalium) of 1555, it has been shown that at least one-third 

of the woodcuts were executed aft er dead specimens, skins 

or hides, and taxidermically prepared birds (Fig. 151).5 Th e 

same can be observed in the cases of Pierre Belon and Ulisse 

Aldrovandi. Th e inventory of Rudolf II’s cabinet of curiosities 

confirms that a large number of bird specimens were kept in 

the Prague castle around 1600.
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Jacopo Ligozzi, Three birds sharing the water as habitat, late 16th to early 17th century, tempera on paper, Gabinetto Disegni e Stampe degli Uffizi, Florence 

Th ese facts transform the way we view such images. I thus 

seek to link the history of ornithological illustration to that of 

technology, that is, to the rapid technological advances made 

in the area of taxidermic preparation of specimens in the six-

teenth century. Certain deformations and unnatural poses pos-

sibly suggest that even Ligozzi himself resorted to taxidermic 

specimens for his illustrations despite his great eff orts to achieve 

vivacity therein. Th erefore, to an extent, technology impacts the 

style of images. Th e significance of such observations in  Ligozzi’s 

illustrations is that they are characteristic for natural history 

 illustration in early modern times in general. On the one hand, 

images were repeatedly copied and used within new contexts 

claiming to be based on autopsy and authenticity. On the other, 

the reference “from life” (“dal vivo,” “ad vivum expressit,” etc.) 

appears to be merely a topos attesting to vivacity and authentic-

ity—to a much greater degree than we have hitherto understood 

it to be.6 We must therefore presume that even Ligozzi in no way 

confined himself to only observing from the “book of nature” 

directly and, in fact, resorted to graphic models and taxidermic 

specimens for his breathtakingly vivid and lifelike depictions of 

birds in the Uffi  zi Gallery in Florence, which represent, so to 

speak, the culmination of natural history illustration in early 

modern times. By comparing the drawings, a key problem of 

natural history images of this period can be shown.7
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In the sixteenth century, ornithology was inseparable 

from natural history in general, which was itself decisively 

transformed by the new body of knowledge during this period 

and also by the ensuing attempts to structure it.8 Ornithol-

ogy was also determined by the long-enduring continuity of 

ancient natural history prior to an empirical approach that 

described birds according to their greatly varying outward 

appearances, their habits, and their specific habitats. It was 

only in the sixteenth century that ornithology developed into 

an independent branch of natural history and, in connection 

with this, several ornithological books were published that all 

in all are regarded as basic literature for the founding of early 

modern natural history. A crucial feature of these books is 

that that they are illustrated, a fact that places them above the 

level of conveyers of knowledge, namely, the natural-history 

writings of Aristotle and of Pliny’s Naturalis historia. With 

the Histoire de la nature des oyseaux (Paris, 1555), the French 

traveller and naturalist Pierre Belon (ca. 1517–1564) published 

the first purely ornithological work of early modern times.9 

Th is is a milestone publication in the history of the illustrated 

scientific book, comparable to Leonhard Fuchs’s Historia 

stirpium ( Basel, 1542), as well as Andreas Vesalius’s De humani 

corporis fabrica (Basel, 1543), and invaluable for ornithology. 

Aside from basic expositions on the writings of antiquity and 

on the habits, biology, and anatomy of birds, the publication 

focuses especially on detailed descriptions of the diff erent 

 species. Incidentally, it is here that we find the famous analogy 

made between the skeleton of a human being and that of a bird. 

Belon classified birds according to their habits and anatomy: 

birds of prey (eagles, hawks, and owls), waterfowl (flat-footed/

web-footed birds, that is, ducks, and those with non-palmated 

feet/non-flat-footed birds, such as herons and limicolae), 

ground birds (ground-nesters like the gallinaceous birds), 

small birds (divided into insect- and seed-eaters), and so forth. 

Whereas Belon gives an account of the state of knowledge 

attained by the ancients (the description is always preceded by 

the relevant passage from Aristotle), he also adds new knowl-

edge and his own observations. Additionally, he possibly car-

ried out dissections on the carcasses of birds. He informs us of 

unidentified species sent to him by other scholars and was the 

first to provide instructions for the taxidermic preparation of 

specimens. Bird carcasses were probably dried in an oven dur-

ing Belon’s lifetime and thereby mummified. Belon therefore 

recommended that the viscera and muscle tissue be removed 

beforehand. Hardly varying from the process used today, the 

skin was mounted on a body formed of straw or sawdust. Th is 

procedure was to become customary by around 1600. Belon’s 

comment distinctly demonstrates that taxidermically prepared 

animals were an integral part of natural history collections 

and curiosity cabinets as early as the mid-sixteenth century. 
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Whimbrel (Numenius phaeopus), engraving, in Conrad Gesner, Historiae animalium, book 3, 
Qui est de avium natura, Zurich, 1555 

In contrast to printed images, they guaranteed the advantages 

of color and a better morphological record of the respective 

species.

Belon’s Histoire is a typical work for its time because, on 

the one hand, it pushes for the improvement of knowledge 

in natural history through new descriptions and the use of 

 images, and, on the other, it follows Aristotle and the authority 

of antiquity in regard to classification and many other details. 

Printed books and images were the prime media for dissemi-

nating the new experiential knowledge, which did not yet fun-

damentally question traditional knowledge acquired from the 

authors of antiquity. 

However, the desire for clarity initiated a great demand for 

images in the sixteenth century. Belon had already emphasized 

the claim that his images and descriptions were made “from 

life.” In doing so he referred to the term used for portraits 

(in Italian ritratto) that guaranteed mimetic portrayal: “[t]he 

 entire book contains only descriptions and images of birds that 

were drawn aft er nature and which the artist saw with his own 

eyes.”10 

In the sixteenth century, extensive collections of natural 

history drawings were formed and were archived in the various 

royal Kunstkammern and cabinets of curiosities. Th roughout 

Europe such cabinets were filled with natural history objects 

in the form of either prepared specimens or images of rare 

species of animals and plants.11 But what role did the advance 

in preparing taxidermic specimens play in the progress of 

knowledge in the sixteenth century? Th e copperplate engrav-

ing dated 1599 of the “Museo” of the Neapolitan apothecary 

and collector Ferrante Imperato (1550–1625) provides an ex-

ample of a humanistic collection of natural history objects in 

which taxidermically prepared birds were used as objects for 

observation and gaining knowledge (Fig. 152). While valuable 

objects of natural history are concealed in the wall cupboards, 

the walls and ceiling of the room are nevertheless covered with 

animal relicts. It is therefore significant that the birds are not 

exhibited in the collection in the form of skins but in mounted 

poses, represented as if alive. Such collections served to rep-

resent nature as well as to facilitate scientific communication. 

Scholars exchanged knowledge on rare objects and findings by 

passing specimens on or using them as objects for observation 

and demonstration. Th e objects coming from the New World 

were presented in the most important location in the room as 

objects or images.12 It is possible that taxidermically prepared 
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specimens were regarded as more authoritative than images, 

which were oft en studies of the former. Many of the images in 

the context of collections took on the role of  documentation 

and classification rather than assisting the study of natural 

history itself. Furthermore, great sixteenth-century ornitholo-

gists such as Belon and Gesner wrote of descriptions and dead 

specimens (or parts thereof) sent to them by other persons. 

Gesner also oft en mentions the fact that a painter or researcher 

and friend sent him an image of an unidentified animal. Th is 

makes it likely that scholars of the sixteenth century gained 

knowledge through images in much the same way as they did 

from the autopsy of actual specimens.

Th e desire to make nature entirely accessible by means of 

images and also to encyclopaedically classify found material 

had a direct impact on the composition and design of pictures. 

In the case of traditional natural history still under the sway 

of Aristotle, ideal types were required, which commissioned 

draft smen oft en extracted by observing directly from nature 

and which they then assembled in their compositions. With 

this in mind, we are continuously confronted with the ques-

tion: To what extent were the drawings, with their very lifelike 

and detailed rendering, really the product of firsthand obser-

vation of nature? Th is was exemplarily demonstrated by Paul 

Smith for the image history of the toucan, a representative of 

a South American bird family that first entered the European 

world of imagery during the sixteenth century. In this case, an 

animal had to be described that was unknown to the authors of 

antiquity. Some scholars, such as Belon, knew only of the bril-

liant beak of the species Ramphastos toco through a collection. 

Others attempted to reconstruct the bird using descriptions 

brought back by travelers. Once discovered and syntheti-

cally created as the palpable illustration in the writings of the 
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cosmographer André Th evet as early as 1557, the image of the 

toucan was endlessly copied, reproduced, and transformed. 

Nevertheless, in other, subsequent publications, the authors 

invariably insisted on the authenticity of the illustrations 

as being based on studies made directly from living or dead 

specimens.13 Th e image of a toucan that we find in Conrad 

Gesner’s Icones avium of 1560 (fi rst published 1555) is a com-

posite representation of a bird that does not exist in this form.14 

Newly discovered animals were ordered within the established 

classification of known birds and adapted into existing orni-

thological discourse. In it, forming analogies was decisive. 

Th e material available as a basis for describing a new species 

was rare and oft en fragmentary. Although in no way related, 

the toucan was compared to the European magpie (Pica pica) 

because of its appearance. We find the bird, for  example, de-

scribed as a “pepper-eating Brazilian magpie” (“Pica  Bresilica 

piperivora”) in Ulisse Aldrovandi’s compendium of illustra-

tions (Fig. 153) and later also in ornithological books of the 

seventeenth century.

Ligozzi’s sheets with depictions of exotic birds are un-

doubtedly particularly precious documents of advances in 

knowledge within the field of natural history, despite the fact 

that the described method—of draft smen extracting universals 

from the particulars of nature—was upheld even with images 

of exotic species. Th ese sheets are astounding on account of 

their extreme precision,  even though they have been rendered 

in tempera. Th is medium imbues the illustrations with a char-

acteristic soft ness despite the meticulousness of the contours 

and the details. 

Th rough their international trade connections, products 

from the New World found their way into the Medici col-

lections.15 Ligozzi illustrated indigenous and exotic birds for 

the Medici. In his bird representations Ligozzi depicted the 

ornamental beauty of feathers with ease and great ability, as 

we can observe in the sheet with the three species of whydahs 

(pintailed whydah or Vidua macroura, paradise whydah or 

Steganura paradisea, village indigobird or Hypochera chalybe-

ata, all indigenous to Africa) on a fig-tree branch (Fig. 154). 

Th e birds’ undulating tails of long feathers are echoed by the 

elegant sweeps formed by the fig leaves hanging from a branch. 

Ligozzi possibly  studied them “dal vivo” in the  aviary in the 

garden of Pratolino, where they were also viewed by Michel 

de Montaigne on his trip to Italy.16 Th e harmony of the line 

of beauty that permeates the entire composition resonates in 

the branch. Ligozzi very subtly fulfilled the natural-history 

demands of also displaying the inner part and core of the 

fruit by depicting one fig as half-eaten by the birds in his ani-

mated  image. In contrast to print media such as copperplate 
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engravings and woodcuts, the advantages of watercolors and 

tempera are apparent especially in representations of the more 

unfamiliar and exotic species. Only the deceptive nature of 

painting can reproduce the color and sheen of plumage or 

guarantee the reliable identification of the bird on the basis of 

its outward appearance. Scholars had to be able to rely on the 

abilities of good painters in order to secure credibility and to 

impart  information to others.

We cannot judge sixteenth-century naturalists by the 

standards of modern biology. Th e imperfections of their infor-

mation and their cul-de-sacs of classification are part and 

parcel of a scientific process of change for which these  scholars 

were the trigger. Belon, Gesner, and Aldrovandi—totally 

conscious of their imperfections—brought images of unfa-

miliar natural history objects into palpable form and thereby 

facilitated progress in zoology. In early modern times, images 

played a decisive role as conveyors of new knowledge. Th is is 

also and especially valid for the development of ornithology, as 

it depended on descriptions of new species and the autopsy of 

found specimens. Naturalists had to rely on images of exotic 

birds because taxidermic specimens were under constant threat 

of insect damage and were of poor quality until taxidermy was 

improved in the eighteenth century. Th e latter development 

ensured, of course, further progress in ornithology.17 I have 

sought to demonstrate how, also for the sixteenth century, 

artistic improvement of images took place by interacting with 

advances in the technology of taxidermy. Th erefore, also, the 

field of ornithology is significant for the much-invoked em-

pirical turn in early  modern natural history. Aft er all, it reveals 

that a taxidermically prepared specimen as ‘an image of itself ’ 

in the development of natural history illustration in early mod-

ern times clearly left  its mark, and that we must develop highly 

diff erentiated techniques of description in order to grasp how 

far these natural history images are objective and encompass 

reality.
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